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Rational tori, semisimple orbits and the topology of
hyperplane compléments

G. I. Lehrer

0. Introduction

Let G be a connectée! reductive group defined over the finite field fq of q
éléments. Let F be the associated Frobenius endomorphism of G and for any
F-stable subgroup H of G write HF for the fixed-point subgroup of F on H. If ^
is the Lie algebra of G, we also write F for the corresponding Frobenius endomorphism

of ^. It is well known that the GF-conjugacy classes of F-stable maximal tori
of G correspond to F-conjugacy classes in the Weyl group W of G. Thus it might
be expected that functions which are defined on F-stable maximal tori (e.g.
functions which count rational tori or rational semisimple classes or éléments) may
be evaluated in terms of the character theory of W. We give two gênerai formulae
of this nature and apply them to various situations, among which is the particular
case of counting regular semisimple classes in GF (resp. orbits in the Lie algebra
^F), both with and without sign. A corollary of our results is that if s is the

alternating character of W, and Mw is the complexified hyperplane complément
corresponding to W (cf. [Ll]) then e does not occur in the cohomology modules

H*(MW). This généralises a combinatorial resuit of Stanley (cf. [S], [LS]), which
amounts to this statement for type A. The corresponding combinatorial statements

are obtained in the gênerai case by using the work of Orlik-Solomon [OS] to deduce

that e does not occur in H*(L(srfw)) where L{séw) is the lattice of intersections of
the hyperplanes in the arrangement séw which corresponds to W.

As a corollary of our method, we obtain the curious statement that if G is

semisimple, the number of regular semisimple classes of GF is always odd, regard-
less of the characteristic. Another conséquence of our method is a direct and simple

proof that the number of unipotent (resp. nilpotent) éléments in GF (resp. (SF) is

equal to the number of F-stable maximal tori of GF and that thèse numbers are

equal to q2N, where 2N is the number of roots of G with respect to a maximal torus.
This proof dépends on the fact (cf. (1.16) below) that the sum of the cardinalities
of the rational points of the F-stable maximal tori of G is equal to \GF\, and the

corresponding resuit for &lt;§. Since this treatment is independent of the Steinberg
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représentation, it provides an alternative approach to the Steinberg character

through the invariant theory of W.

In the final section (§5), we define maps from the set of rational semisimple
classes of G (resp. orbits of ^) to the conjugacy classes of W. This amounts to a
&quot;rational classification&quot; of semisimple classes. Our earlier results are then applied to
give a formula for the number of semisimple classes (resp. orbits) of a given type.
We compute this explicitly for split semisimple orbits and Coxeter semisimple orbits
(i.e. rational semisimple orbits which correspond respectively to the trivial and
Coxeter class of W). The split case leads to a divisibility property for the set

{/w,,. W/} of exponents of a Weyl group which may classify an only slightly
larger set of integer séquences. The Coxeter case also leads to some interesting
number theoretical observations.

1. Some computations in the ring A{W)

Let C(W) be the ring of complex-valued class functions on the fini te group W.

(1.1) DEFINITION. Let / be an indeterminate. Then define

and

B(W)=C(W)[[t,t-%

Clearly A(W) is a subring of B{W). In C(W) we hâve the usual inner pro-
duct of class functions: for 0, ij/e C(W)9 &lt;0, ij/}^ \W\~l Xwe w&lt;j){w)^{w). If
a IieZ a,*1 and j5 I,eZ fittl are éléments of B(W), we write &lt;a, )8&gt; &lt;&lt;x, p)w
^ez^J^/eqiM&quot;1]]. If a, peA(W), then clearly &lt;a, £&gt; e C[f, t~1]. For

we WnndfeB(W),we write f(w) S,eZ /f(w)ff e C[[t, t~% where/= Z^zfj1.
Again if feA(W), then/(w) g C[f, t~1].

Note that A(W) and B{W) may be thought of as the rings of class functions on
W with values in C[/, t~x] and C[[/, t1]] respectively, and the inner products above

are just the usual ones. Sometimes we shall &quot;evaluate&quot;/(/) e A(W), by substituting
a g C* for t. We then write f(a; w) Lf, __k ft(w)a\ where f{t) Sf. _k fttl.

The most common source of éléments of B(W) is revealed in

(1.2) DEFINITION. Let M ©J6Z Af( be a Z-graded ^-module, where the

Mt are finite dimensional. Define the corresponding élément of B(W) by

PAO Z VA

where /x, is the trace of W on Aff.
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(1.3) LEMMA. Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space which is a
module for the finite group W. Let A A(V) and S S(V) be the exterior and

symmetric algebras on V respectively. Then A and S are graded CPF-modules and

we hâve the following formula in B(W).

PA(-t)Ps(t) l.

Proof. We hâve, for w e W,

PA(-t;w)-1 det(l- w/)&quot;1

r \
Y\ ; y where Al9..., Xr are the eigenvalues of co on V
1=1 1 ~ ÂJ

PS(U w).

The formula of (1.3) clearly holds also when V is a real vector space, or more
generally, when V is defined over any subfield of C, since the coefficients of ail the

power séries treated lie in the smaller field.
Now take G to be as in the introduction: G is connected, reductive and defined

over F^. Let To be a fixed maximally split maximal torus of G and let W be the

Weyl group of G with respect to To, i.e. W NG(T0)/T0. Since F stabilizes To, it
defines an action on W, which we also dénote by F. Now both W and F act on the

real vector space V Y(T0) ®z IR where Y(T0) is the cocharacter group of To.

Moreover it is known (see, e.g. [C, §2.9] or [Stl, §11]) that the F-action on V is

given by F qF09 where Fo is an automorphism of finite order and q is the prime

power introduced above.

If 8T0 gTog ~l is F-stable, then F(g) ~lgeN NG(TQ). Moreover if rj: N -? W
is the canonical map, the GF-conjugacy class of gT0 is determined by the F-con-
jugacy class of rj(F(g)~lg)9 where w, and w2 (g W) are said to be F-conjugate if
w2 F(x)wl x~l for some xeW. Thus, if F (g) ~lg e N and rj(F(g)-lg) =weW,
we say that gT0 is &quot;w-twisted&quot;, or obtained from To by twisting by w e W. Note
that hère w is determined only up to F-conjugacy in W, so we sometimes write
*&apos;(H&gt;)-twisted&quot; where (w) dénotes the F-conjugacy classes of w e W. In this case,

the action of F on gT0 is équivalent to the action of w~lF on To (since

F(lntg(x)) =lntg(w~lF(x))). The facts in the last two paragraphs may ail be

found in [Sp-St].
The next resuit is well-known (see, e.g. [C, (3.3)] and [Sp-St, §(2.7)]).
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(1.4) LEMMA. (i) Let T =TW be an F-stable maximal torus of G which is

obtainedfrom To by twisting by w e W. Then \TF,\ \T%~lF\ àtiv ((q - Fôlw)
qrPA(-q-l;Fôlw) where V= Y(T0) &lt;g)z IR, A A(V) is as in (1.3) and we regard
V as a W-module, where W=(W,F0}.

(ii) Let (w) be an F-conjugacy class in W. Then the number of (w)-twisted
F-stable maximal tori of G is \GF\/(\T%F\\C^F(w)\) where CWF(w) {x e W \

F(x)wx~x w}.

We say that a subalgebra F of ^ is a toral subalgebra if it is of the form
2T — Lie (7), where T is a maximal torus of G. For any closed subgroup H of G,

we hâve Lie (gHg ~l) Ad g • Lie (H). It follows that ail the toral subalgebras of ^
are conjugate under Ad G; however since NG(Lie To) is in gênerai larger than

NG(T0), we do not hâve a bijection between the maximal tori of G and the toral
subalgebras of ^ Lie G.

Note that since Lie (T) is a vector space (Ta maximal torus), it follows from the

uniqueness of the F^-structure on Lie (T) that for T F-stable,

|(Lie (T))F\ qr where r dim T rank G. (1.5)

Now let S be the symmetric algebra on V Y(T0) ®z R; let / be the ring of
W-invariant éléments of S and let / be the idéal of S generated by the ^-invariants
of positive degree. Since Fo normalises W(on V), Fo acts on /and so on S/J. Thus

F, 5, / and S/J are ail ^-modules, where W (W9F0}, and the W action

préserves the grading on the last three spaces. It is known [Ch] that as W-module,

S/J is the regular respresentation. The polynomial PS/A0 e A(W) is important in
the représentation theory of GF. If x is an irreducible character of W, the degree

dx(q) of the corresponding principal séries représentation of GF is a polynomial in

q, called the generic degree of %. The polynomial (PS/Aq), x}fvÏS closely related to

dx(q\ and is called the fake degree of x-

(1.6) PROPOSITION. We hâve (S/J) ®I^S as graded W-modules.

Proof This is essentially a resuit of Chevalley [Ch, p. 781, in proof of Theorem

B] who proves the statement without the JF-equivariance; but equivariance is also

immédiate from Chevalley&apos;s proof.

(1.7) COROLLARY. We hâve, in the ring B(W\

Ps,Àt)PI(i)=Ps(t).

Now Fo acts in degree-preserving fashion on /. It follows that the basic

invariants (homogeneous algebraically independent generators of /)/,,..., Ir may
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be chosen to be eigenvectors for the jF0-action. Write d3 degree (/,) and F0Ij
where e, is a root of unity.

(1.8) LEMMA. (i) For any w e W we hâve

7=1

(ii) With G as above, we hâve, for any w g W,

where N is the number of positive roots and r is the rank of G.

Proof (i) is clear from the above remarks, the fact that w acts trivially on / and
the observation that since Pf(t; F$lw) is a real polynomial and the el are roots of
unity, we may replace et by e&quot;1 in the given formula.

(ii) follows from the standard formula for \GF\ (see, e.g. [C, §(2.9)]) together
with some rearrangement, using (i) above and the relation Trl=ldl 2N -f r.

(1.9) COROLLARY (i) With the above notation, we hâve for any w e W

for any élément w e W.

(ii) The number t(w) of w-twisted maximal tori of G is q2NPS/j(q~ll

Proof By (1.8)(ii), we hâve

sfÀq-l;Fôlw)Ps(q-*y&gt; (by (1.7))

s/Àq-l;Fôlw)PA(-q-l;Fôlw) (by (1.3))

/Àq-llFôlw)\n\ (by (1.4)(i)).

This proves (i), and (ii) follows immediately from (i) and (1.4)(i).

We remark that since PS/Aq) and PA(q~l) lie in the ring B(W), (i) is to be

thought of as an équation in B(W).
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Suppose g is any F-class function on W, i.e. g is a function on W which is

constant on F-conjugacy classes. Define an associated function g on W (W, Fo}
by

-( )=\g{X)
(0 otherwise.

It is easily checked that g is constant on the PF-orbits in W. Moreover if g is

F-invariant then g is a class function on W. In the next statement, we use the

notation

ifg)w \W\~x £ f(x)g(x) for functions/,g on W.
xe W

(1.10) THEOREM. JKi&apos;f* G, F, W efc. as above, let g be an F-class function on

W. Regard g as a function on the Fstable maximal tori ofG by defining F(T) g(w)

if T is w-twisted. Then

where the sum is over the F-stable maximal tori T of G, 2N is the number of roots of
G, W &lt; W, Fo&gt;, Fo is the periodic automorphism of the cocharacter group induced

by F and g is the function on W associated with g (see preamble above).

Proof. We hâve I,Tg(T) I,(w) g(w)x(w), where t(w) is the number of (w)-
twisted maximal tori of G and the sum is over the F-conjugacy classes in W. The

number of éléments of W in the .F-conjugacy class (w) is I^HC^^w)!&quot;1. Hence

the sum may be written T,we wg(w)*(w)\W\~l\CWfF(w)\. Using (1.9)(ii) it follows
that

we W

Note that if g is F-invariant (i.e. is constant on the F-orbits of W) then g is a

class function, and (PS/Aq~l), g^w is evaluated in the ring A(W). Moreover in the

split case (i.e. when Fo is the identity map) the statement of (1.10) simplifies as

follows.
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(1.10)&apos; COROLLARY. Suppose G (in (1.10)) is F-split. Then F-conjugacy
coïncides with conjugacy and we hâve

T

where the righî hand side is evaluated in A(W).

q2».

(1.11) COROLLARY (Steinberg). The number of F-stable maximal tori of G is

Proof. Take g \w in (1.10). Then the required number is, by (1.10),

where ew \W\~~l I,weWw. But ew is the projection onto the trivial component of
the représentation of W on S/J. This is known to be (S/J)o, which has dimension
1, and on which Fo acts trivially. Thus Ps/J(q~l; Fôlew) \, and the resuit
follows.

(1.12) COROLLARY. Let e be the alternating character of W. Then e is

constant on F-conjuugacy classes and is F-invariant. Say that an F-stable maximal
torus of G is positive if it is w-twisted with s(w) 1. Otherwise it is négative. Then the

number of F-stable positive tori is \(q2N + qN) while the number of négative F-stable
maximal tori is \(q2N — qN).

Proof Take g to be e in (1.10). If n+ and n are respectively the numbers of
positive and négative rational maximal tori, then by (1.10) we hâve

we W

where ew \W\~X Iw6 we{w)w. But sw is the projection onto the alternating
component of the représentation of W on S/J. This is known to be (S/J)N, which
again has dimension 1 (its generator is the product of the positive coroots).
Moreover since Fo préserves the set of positive roots it acts trivially on (S/J)N. It
follows that n+-n_=q2N q~N qN. By (1.11) n++n =q2N, and the resuit
follows. D

(1.13) COROLLARY (Steinberg [St]). The number ofunipotent éléments in GF

is equal to the number of F-stable maximal tori in G, i.e. q2N.
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Proof. Write x(G) for the number of F-rational maximal tori of G, and write
fi(G) for the number of unipotent éléments in GF. We show by induction on the
semisimple rank o(G) of G that x(G) — n(G).

When a{G) 0, G is a torus and t(G) n(G) 1.

We show first that

X |rF| |GF| (i.i3.i)
T

where the sum is over the rational maximal tori of G. To prove (1.13.1) take g(w)
in (1.10) to be \TF\, where Tw is w-twisted. Then by (1.10) the left hand side of
(1.13.1) is equal to q2N\W\~l ZweWPs/J(q-1; Fôlw)\TF\. But by (1.9)(i), each

summand is equal to \GF\, whence (1.13.1).
Now

1 Z &quot;0)&gt;

T se GF
s semisimple

where n(s) is the number of F-stable maximal tori of G which contain s. But s e T
if and only if T &lt; CG(s)°. Thus we hâve

Zlr1= I &lt;CG(s)°). (1.13.2)

5 semisimple

On the other hand, from the Jordan décomposition in GF, we hâve

\GF\= £f fi(CG(sy) (1.13.3)

s semisimple

Hère we use the fact that ail unipotent éléments in CG(s) are in CG(s)°.

Comparing (1.13.1), (1.13.2) and (1.13.3), we obtain

X &lt;CG(sy)= X KCG(s)°). (1.13.4)
seGF seGF

s semisimple s semisimple

By induction on semisimple rank, we hâve t(Cg(s)°) h(Cg(s)°) unless

seZ(G). It follows from (1.13.4) that \Z(G)f\t(G) \Z(G)f\ii(G), whence the

resuit.

(1.14) SCHOLIUM. Let y be a class function on GF satisfying

0 unless x is semisimple,

t(x)\p if x is semisimple
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where p is the characteristic of fq and for any integer k, kp is the highest power ofp
dividing k. Then &lt;y, y}GF 1.

Proof. The équation (1.13.2) (or (1.13.3)) amounts (by (1.11)) to Iy(jc)2
\GF\, which is the required statement.

The Lie algebra analogue of (1.13) can also be dealt with by our method.

(1.15) COROLLARY. With G as above, let &lt;$ Lie(G). Write v(&lt;$) for the

number of nilpotent éléments of$F. Then v{&lt;&amp;) t(G) (=q2N).

Proof This is similar to that of (1.13). First observe that

X |Lie T)F\ \9F\ (1.15.1)
T

where the sum is over the F-rational maximal tori of G. For each summand is

equal to qr (r rank G) and there are q2N summands. So the left side is equal to

Now argue as in (1.13). We hâve

X |(Lie TV| X
F

X semisimple

where n{X) is the number of rational maximal tori T such that X e Lie T. But
X e Lie T if and only if Lie T Ç C*(X) {Y e &lt;# | [Y, X] 0}, and by Borel [B, pp.
225 and 321] C#(X) is the Lie algebra of the reductive group CG(X)°, where

CG(X) {g e G | Adg(X) X}. Thus we hâve

£|| X (1.15.2)
T Xe&amp;F

X semisimple

Using the Jordan decompositon in ^, we obtain (using Borel&apos;s results [loc.cit.])

|^|= X v(Lk(CG(XY)). (1.15.3)
Xe&amp;F

X semisimple

The proof is now completed as in (1.13) by induction on the semisimple rank

of G.

To close this section we show how our resuit is used to prove the following
resuit, essentially due to Kawanaka [C, (7.6.8)].
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(1.16) COROLLARY (Kawanaka). Let \j/ be any function on GF which satis-
fies \l/(su) ij/(s) where su s • u is the Jordan décomposition of su (s semisimple, u

unipotenî). Then

Proof. We hâve Zr&lt;^&gt;r,|rF| Zr 2,e^hWO|2 ^a£ Ïrcccw I&lt;W&apos;)|2

eG£\W)\2«CG(ty) =(by (1.13)) ZteG£\Mt)\2tiCG(t))=*xeGr\Mx)\2.

2. Rational semisimple classes and orbits

Let G, To, F etc be as in §1.

(2.1) PROPOSITION. Suppose fis a function defined on the F-stable semisimple

conjugacy classes of G. Then

X f{c) \w\-&apos; x £ /(0
ce{Gss)F weWteT%F

where (GSS)F dénotes the set of F-stable semisimple conjugacy classes of G andf(t) is

the function f lifted from (GSS)F to the set of éléments of G whose conjugacy class is

fixed by F.

Proof The F-stable semisimple conjugacy classes in G are in bijective corre-
spondence with (TQ/W)F [C, §3.7]. The élément t e To lies in an F-stable PF-orbit if
and only if F{i) tw for some w e W, i.e. precisely when t e T%F for some w e W.

Write rj)at [jwe w TlF\ then the size of the JF-orbit of / g TToat is \W\ I^Wl&quot;1,

where W(t) {w g W \ wt t}. Thus we hâve

Z f(c)= S f(t)\W(t)\\W\-\ (2.1.1)
ce{Gss)F t€Troat

Moreover for t g Tr0*\ #{w e W \ t e T%F) \W(t% since teT^
w{ W21 g W{i). Hence the right hand side of (2.1.1) may be written

f(t)\W\-\ (2.1.2)

which proves (2.1).
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(2.2) THEOREM. Let f be a function defined on the F-stable semisimple con-
jugacy classes of G. Define the associated F-class function f on W by

te T™

(where f(t) dénotes the value offon the G-class of t, which is fixed by F, since for
teT%~lF, F(t) wi). Then X ce(Gss)rf(c) (?,1}W where (GSS)F is the set of F-stable

semisimple classes of G and the notation &lt;, yw dénotes inner product of complex
valued functions on W (defined for class functions as in (1.1); the gênerai définition is

the samé).

This is just a restatement of (2.1).

(2.3) COROLLARY (Steinberg). The number of F-stable semisimple classes of
G is \(Z°)F\ql, where Z Z(G) and l is the semisimple rank of G.

Proof Let So TonG&apos;. Then To S0Z° and correspondingly Y(T0) ®ZU
Y(Z°) ®z R© Y(S0) ®z R. Since Fôlw fixes the two summands, it follows that

(ÀGlY(T0}&lt;g)z R W ~~ r0 ^~ucly(Z°)®zRW r0 w) UCLK(50)®z R W r0 ^- DUl vy

acts trivially on Y(Z% so that the first factor is just |(Z°)F|. Moreover W acts irre-
ducibly on Y(S0) ®z R and detr(éSo)(g)zR (q — F^w) =Z(==0( — \)l~lpl_l(F0~ïw)ql
where p} is the character of the jih exterior power of the JF-module V. The p7 are
distinct and irreducible as PF-modules (see [Bou, p. 127, ex. 3]), and hence as

JF-modules.

Now take/(c) 1 in (2.2). Then by (2.2) and (1.4)(i), the required number is

z
we W i

where ew \W\~XyLweWw. But Pi-t\w is an irreducible character of W, distinct
from 1 w unless i /. The resuit follows.

(2.3)&apos; REMARK. If G is such that G&apos; is simply connected, then centralizers of
semisimple éléments of G are connected. Hence in this case the semisimple classes

of GF correspond bijectively to the F-stable semisimple classes of G.

The next resuit is proved in a similar way to (2.2), using the statement (2.6)
which is proved below.
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(2.4) THEOREM. Letfbe afunction defined on the F-stable semisimple Ad G-
orbits of the Lie algebra &lt;£. Define the associated F-class function J on W by

/(w)=

Then

where notation is analogous to that in (2.2).

(2.5) COROLLARY. The number of F-stable semisimple orbits in &lt;$ is qr, where

r dim To rank 9.

Proof Take /(C) 1 in (2.4). The required number is then l^l&quot;1 *

Zwe w |^o ~lF\ and the resuit follows from the fact that \3T%F\ qr for ail w e W
(hère «To Lie (To). D

The proofs of (2.4) and (2.5) require the elementary fact that for any closed

subgroup H of G, Lie (gHg~l) Ad g Lie (//), and the foliowing resuit which is

(3.16) of [Sp-St]. We include a proof for the reader&apos;s convenience.

(2.6) PROPOSITION. With notation as in (2.4), the semisimple Ad G-orbits in
&lt;$ are parametrised by 3~h\W (where W acts in ^~0 via Ad). The F-stable orbits are
parametrised by {$~olW)F.

Proof. It is a resuit of Chevalley and Borel [B, 11.8)] that X e &amp; is semisimple
if and only if X e Ad g(^0) f°r some g eG. Thus we hâve only to show that for Xx

and X2e&amp;~0, if X2 Adg(Xx) for some g e G, then X2 Adn(Xl) for some

nGN NG(T0).
For this, observe that if X2 Adg(Xl), then To and 8(T0) are both maximal

tori of CG(X{)°, whose Lie algebra is Q(X&gt;) [X g 9 \ [X, X2] 0}, by [B, (9.1)
and (13.19)]. Hence there exists x e CG(X2)° such that T0 xgT0. Hence xg e

NG(T0)=N, and clearly X2 Ad g(X{) Ad (xg)X{. The statement about F-stable
orbits is clear.

3. Regular semisimple classes and orbits

In this section we apply (2.2) and (2.4) to count the rational regular semisimple
orbits.

Let T% {t e T%F\ is regular semisimple} and define FWJS similarly.
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(3.1) DEFINITION. Define the F-class fonctions Nrs and nrs on W by

N (w) =\Tw~lF\)iV rsK™/ \Â ors | I

}, W G W.
nrs{w) \zrwo-lF\)

When G is F-split, nrs and Nrs are class functions on W.

In the next section we shall see that the function nrs is related to the cohomology
of the hyperplane complément which corresponds to W when G is F-split, and
therefore is in some sensé explictly known. The function Nrs has been investigated
by Deriziotis [D] and recently by Fleischmann and Janiszczak [FJ] in the split
classical cases and likewise has a combinatorial description.

(3.2) THEOREM.
(i) The number of F-stable regular semisimple conjugacy classes in G is equal to

&lt;Nrs, \yw.
(ii) The number of Fstable regular semisimple Ad G-orbits in &amp; is equal to

Both statements follow immediately from (2.2) and (2.4) by taking the function

/ to be 1 on the regular semisimple orbits and zéro elsewhere.

For the rest of this section we assume that G&apos; is simply connected. This implies
that centralisers of semisimple éléments are connected (see (2.3)&apos; above).

A regular semisimple élément x of GF lies in a unique maximal torus. Say that

x is positive if the corresponding torus is positive (see (1.12) above) and négative
otherwise. Any GF-conjugacy class of regular semisimple éléments consists entirely
of either positive or négative éléments and we speak of it as positive or négative

accordingly.

(3.3) THEOREM. Suppose G is such that Gf is simply connected. The number of
regular semisimple classes of GF counted with sign (i.e. the number ofpositive classes

minus the number of négative classes) is equal to — \)l\ (Z(G)°)F\ where / is the

semisimple rank of G.

Proof In Theorem (2.2) take the function/to be

0 unless c is regular,
f(c) 1

e(c) if c is regular

for any F-stable semisimple conjugacy class of G.
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Then the required number is Z( eiGs,)rf(c), which we shall dénote by E for the
rest of this proof. The associated class function/(see (2.2)) on W is clearly given
by

e(w)iVf» (cf. (3.1)). (3.3.1)

It follows from (2.2) that

\w\&apos;1 Z Z *»)- (3-3.2)
we W te T™rF

Recall the notation of the proof of (2.1): TToai [)we w T%F. Extending this, we
write

Trofs (J T^ {f e To | ris regular and F(t) r, some w g HK}. (3.3.3)
we W

We then hâve

\T%F\e(w) Z Z &lt;w) Z Z fi(w)- (3-3-4)
we W we W te Tq t e T™* we W

But for a fixed élément t e Troa\ {w e W 11 e T%F) is of the form W{t)wt for
some élément wt e W, where W(t) {w eW\wt t} (see (2.1)). Hence the inner
sum in (3.3.4) may be written

£ s(w) Yj s(w)=s(wt) Y, s(w)- (3.3.5)
w e W w e W(i)wt w e W{i)

Moreover it follows from Steinberg&apos;s characterisation of regular semisimple
éléments [St2, Prop. 3, p. 96] that if / is not regular, then W{t) contains a reflection,
whence the restriction of e to W{t) is not equal to the identity représentation. It
follows that the sum in (3.3.5) is zéro unless î is regular. Taking this into account,
(3.3.4) becomes

|7q |6(w)= 2L Lt e(w) L I-* orS I H&gt;v). (3.3.6)
iv e W r e r££ w e W w e W

te TqF
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Hence from (3.3.2) we deduce that

E \W\~* X \nF]8(w) {q&quot;PA(-q-l;Fôlwls)fV (cf. (1.4)(i)). (3.3.7)
we W

In the proof of (2.3) it was shown that in the ring B(W)

Z (-îy-&apos;P/-,*1
i 0

(3.3.8)

where |(Z(G)°)F| is regarded as a polynomial in q, l is the semisimple rank of G and

Pj is the jth exterior power of the reflection représentation of W.

Thus pt s, and for j ^ / we hâve (pJ9 z)w 0. Hence combining (3.3.7) and

(3.3.8) we obtain

E \(Z(G)Y\ £ -1)&apos;~ &apos;&lt;P/-,, e&gt;ql - 1)%Z(G)Y\. D
i 0

The next resuit is a restatement of (3.3.2) above. It does not require the extra
hypothesis of (3.3).

(3.4) COROLLARY. Suppose G is arbitrary. If Nrs is the function (3.1), we

(3.5) COROLLARY. A semisimple simply connectée group G has an oddnum-
ber of rational regular semisimple conjugacy classes.

Proof If G is semisimple then (Z(G)°)F 1, whence the number E of (3.3) is

— 1)&apos;. But the number of regular semisimple conjugacy classes is E + 2E~ where

E~ is the number of négative classes.

It seems a little curious that (3.5) is independent of the characteristic.
The Lie algebra analogue of (3.4) is

(3.6) THEOREM. Suppose G is arbitrary, has non-zéro semisimple rank, and

that for w e W, nrs(w) is as defined in (3.1). Then we hâve

Proof Since this is analogous to the computation in the proof of (3.3), we given

only a sketch. The proof proceeds by showing that

I \rr\*y*) \w\-x I I^Kw). (3.6.1)
we IV we W
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This is the Lie algebra analogue of (3.3.6) and is proved in the same way (note
that the définition of regular used hère is that no root annihilâtes the élément

concerned).
The right hand side of (3.6.1) is (nrs, e}w, while the left hand side is clearly

equal to zéro unless W 1, since \3T™F\ qr for ail w s W.

4. Hyperplane compléments

In this section we relate the function nrs of (3.1) to the topology of the complex
hyperplane complément Mw (see [Ll] for notation) corresponding to W, and
deduce from (3.7) a resuit for H*(MW). As gênerai références for the facts about
/-adic cohomology which we use hère we cite [C, §7.1 and Appendix], Milne [M,
Ch. VI] and SGA4^ [Springer Lecture Notes in Maths, §569]. For this section, we
take G to be F-split; i.e. the automorphism Fo of §1 in trivial, or equivalently, F acts

on V via multiplication by q.

Let ^o be the toral subalgebra Lie To of (ê. Then 3T0 ^ Ar (affine space of
dimension r), where r is the rank of ^. Moreover the set &amp;~ors of regular semi-

simple éléments of ^Q is just the hyperplane complément over F^ corresponding to
W. Following [Ll], we write Mw for the corresponding complex hyperplane
complément.

(4.1) LEMMA. The function nrs of (3.1) is given by nrs(w)

Z?L0(-1)1 tr (wF, Hlc{Fors, Q7)), where Hlc(-,®i) dénotes l-adic cohomology with

compact supports.

This is just Grothendieck&apos;s trace formula [C, p. 504], [M, Ch. VI] applied to the

computation of |^&quot;^|.

(4.2) LEMMA. Let se be afinite collection of F-stable hyperplanes in Ar, Then

(i) H2cr-l(/\r- [jHe^ //, Q,) =0 unless i 0, 1,..., r.

(ii) AU eigenvalues of F on H2/~ l{l\r - [jH e ^ H, Q,) are equal to qr~\

The proof may be found in [L3, (2, 4)].

Combining (4.1) and (4.2) we obtain

(4.3) COROLLARY. We hâve (if r rank 9) for w e W,

0
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This follows immediately from (4.2) and (4.1) since F commutes with w on &lt;T0

and since &lt;&amp;~0 ^ Ar (r rank ^) and $~ors is the complément in &amp;~0 of the hyperplanes
defîned by the roots of ^ with respect to &amp;~0, which are ail F-stable by our
assumption that G is F-split.

We say (cf. [L3]) that the characteristic p of F^ is regular if the lattice of
reflecting hyperplane intersections of W remains the same on réduction modp (over

u
(4.4) PROPOSITION. Given W and the group scheme G, ifp is a regular prime

for W, we hâve

(0 dimQl(H2cr-&apos;(rors, Ql))=dimc(Hl(Mw,C)) where Hl(MwX) dénotes or-
dinary complex cohomology.

(ii) For w e W, we hâve

tr (w, H2/- \&lt;Tors, Q,)) tr (w, H[{MW, C)) e Z.

This is Theorem (1.5) of [L3].
Combining (4.4) and (4.3) we obtain

(4.5) COROLLARY. In the notation o/(4.1) we hâve, if the characteristic is

regular,

nrs(w) qr 2_j ~q) &apos; tr (w, Hl{Mw, C)).

Following the notation of [Ll] we make the

(4.6) DEFINITION. If Mw is the complex hyperplane complément corre-
sponding to W acting on Cr, define the Poincaré séries

PMw(t; w) £ tr (w, H\MW, C))/&apos; (w e W)

where Hl(—, C) dénotes complex deRham cohomology.

Thus PMw eA(W) (the ring introduced in §1 above).

It is now clear that in case the characteristic is regular,

nrs(w) qrPMw{-q&apos;x\ w) (w 6 W). (4.7)
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The polynomials PMw(t, w) hâve ail been computed in the classical cases ([Ll],
[L2], [FJ]).

As an immédiate corollary of (4.7), we obtain

(4.8) THEOREM. If W is the Weyl group of a simple complex Lie algebra and

Mw is the corresponding complex hyperplane complément, then

where 8 is the alternating représentation of W and H\MW, C) is the ordinary
cohomology group with complex coefficients.

Proof By (3.7) we hâve (nrs, s} 0; it follows from (4.7) that

&lt;Pmw,£&gt; 0 in the ring A(W).

But the coefficients of the polynomial (PMw&gt; £) are just (H1(MWJ C), e&gt;, whence
the resuit.

(4.9) REMARK. Although our proof of (4.8) is essentially by a &quot;réduction

modulo p&quot; argument, it may also be possible to give a purely combinatorial proof,
which presumably would to some extent be case by case.

(4.10) COROLLARY. Let &lt;£ ^(W) be the lattice of hyperplane intersections

corresponding to W\ this is a géométrie lattice whose reduced homology is therefore
zéro except in the top dimension. Then &lt;/?top(if), e&gt; 0.

This is because by the results of Orlik and Solomon ([OS], see also [L3]),

(4.11) THEOREM. (i) The number of regular semisimple GF-orbits in &lt;SF is

equal to

q~r

(ii) If the characteristic is regular, this number is equal to

where PMwiw(f) is the Poincaré séries of the orbit space MwjW.
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Proof. By (3.2)(ii) the required number is (nrs, \}w, and by (4.3) this is equal to

by the transfer theorem for étale cohomology ([Sr, p. 53], [SGA4, XVII]).

If p is regular, then the results of [L3] apply and by (4.3) and (4.7) we hâve

Applying the usual transfer theorem for complex cohomology yields the required
resuit.

The polynomials PMwiw(f) hâve been computed by Brieskorn ([Br], see also [Ll]
and [L2]). They give the following formulae for the number of regular semisimple
orbits when G is semisimple:

Type Number of regular semisimple orbits (for regular p)
At ql~~qlx

Bh Cl ql-2lg~l + 2ql~2 -••• + (- 1)&apos;

W~ql~x (/odd)
1

&apos; &apos;-1 1V-V

G2 q2-2q + \

F4 q4-2q3 + 2q2+l

En q7-q6

E* q*-q7-q + l.

(4.12) COROLLARY. If q is as in (4.11), the number of regular semisimple
éléments of (SF is

qdlm*\PsiAq-1), PMw{-q~l)&gt;w \9F\&lt;Ps,Aq~l), PMw(-q~l)&gt;^.
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This follows easily from (4.7) and (1.10) using the fact that each regular
semisimple élément of &lt;SF lies in a unique F-stable toral subalgebra of ^ and for
regular p, the number of such éléments in Lie (TW)F is nrs(w).

We close this section with a remark about regular primes. Suppose
(j) {a&gt;l,..., o&gt;/} is a set of fundamental weights for W and for each positive root
p € &lt;P (the root System corresponding to W) we hâve an explicit expression
P E&apos;=, a^co,. The condition that p be regular is équivalent to the following:

(4.13). For any subset of the rows of the integer matrix M (afil), the rank of the

corresponding matrix is the same over ¥p as over Q.

(4.14) REMARK. If the characteristic is regular for ^, the formulae in the
above table prove that regular semisimple éléments exist in (S.

5. A rational classification of conjugacy classes

In this section we assume that G has simply connected derived group. This

implies by Steinberg&apos;s theorem (cf. [C, Th. 3.5.6]) that the centralisers of semisimple
éléments of G are connected. In the Lie algebra case we may replace this restriction

on G by stipulating that the characteristic is not a torsion prime for G. This also

ensures ([Sp-St, 3.19, p. 201]) that the centralisers of semisimple éléments of ^ are
connected. We also assume that G is F-split.

We begin by defining a map

co:(Gssy-&gt;(W) (5.1)

where (GSS)F dénotes the set of F-stable semisimple conjugacy classes of G and (W)
dénotes the set of conjugacy classes of W, as follows. For c e (Gss)f there is an
élément xeGFnc9 and by our assumption concerning the connected nature of
centralizers, x is determined up to conjugacy in GF. Thus CG(x) is determined up
to (/^-conjugacy. Let T be a maximally split torus in CG(x). This is an F-stable

maximal torus of G, whose GF conjugacy class is determined by c. But this

GF-conjugacy class corresponds to a unique conjugacy class of W. We define co(c)

to be the conjugacy class determined by T.

(5.2) EXAMPLE. In type A (say GLn), a rational semisimple class c has

characteristic polynomial f(c) over F^. We hâve a factorisation f(c) =11,/?&apos; over

¥q9 where the /, are irreducible over ¥q. Then co(c) is the partition (df&apos;) where
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(5.3) REMARK. The same construction yields maps (also denoted œ) on the

set of ail rational classes of G (by composing with the map from a class to its

semisimple part) and from {^SS)F to (W). We shall be using thèse maps without
further comment.

Now let x be any class function on W. By composition with co, we may lift % to
the rational semisimple classes of G (or ^) and using (2.2) we obtain immediately

(5.4) PROPOSITION. For any class function x on W, we hâve

where jf(vv) IX6r^(û)W), and similarly in the Lie algebra &lt;#.

To compute #(w) we shall require

(5.5) LEMMA. (i) The ¥q-rank ofTw is r - n(w) where r dim To ¥q-rank of
G, and n(w) is the smallest integer n such that w is a product of n reflections in W

(n(w) dim (im (w — 1)) in the reflection représentation).

(ii) For x e 3T&quot;F, we hâve {w&apos; e $~tF) Cw(x)w.

Thèse facts are well-known.
We shall carry out the computation of the right hand side of (5.4) in the Lie

algebra case, in the case where the prime p is regular. The notation below is that of
[L3].

(5.6) THEOREM. Let x oe a class function on W, and dénote by x also the

induced function on the rational semisimple orbits of^ê. Then

I X(c) \W\-1 £ X \Wx\\M»/\x{W)

where L is the lattice ofhyperplane intersections corresponding to W and for X e L,
Wx is the corresponding parabolie subgroup of W, Nx is its normaliser, Sx is a set of
coset représentatives for Wx in Nx which hâve minimal n-value in their coset {cf. [LS])
and Mx X - (JYeL% Ys x Y.

Proof In view of (5.4), we compute £(w) 2*x&lt;=&lt;rwFX(œ(x)). Now by regularity,
we hâve, for w e W,

$~%F= U MXF (5.6.1)
XL»&gt;
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where Mx is {x e X \ x $ Y for Y ^X}. Moreover for x e Mx, Cw(x) Wx, and
hence {w&apos; \ x e ^~qF} Wxw. It follows that co(x) is the class in W, représentée by
Sx n IVxw. Hence

«w)= Z Z x(SxnWxw).
X e L w x e 4/j**&quot;

Thus

Z Z Z

1^1&quot;&apos; E I
1^1&quot;&apos; E E

the last step following because Nx W^S^ and Wx acts trivially on M^.

The above formula may be further refined using the fact ([L3]) that

(5.7) LEMMA. With notation as in (5.6), we hâve

dim Y

Ye Lw
Y &gt; X

where pim is the Môbius function on the lattice Lw.

(5.8) COROLLARY. We hâve, in the notation of (5.6)

W-x Z Z Z \Wx\liw(

We shall now give some examples of this computation for particular class

functions /.

(5.9) PROPOSITION. The number ofF-rational semisimple classes c of&lt;&amp; which

are split (i.e. such that œ(c) 1) is equal to
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provided that the characteristic is regular (where ml9...,mt are the exportents of the

Weyl group W).

Proof. Take #(co) (in (5.4)) to be 1 if co 1 and 0 otherwise. To compute
x(co(x)) for x g ^~qF, observe that #(co(;c))=0 unless w(x) 1, i.e. unless

x Ad gx&apos; for some x&apos; g 3~F. But x Ad gx&apos; implies that x Ad w&apos;x&apos; for some
w&apos; e W, whence x e 2TF. Hence œ(x) 1 (for x e $~qF) if and only if
x g fon«fof, i.e. if and only if w centralises x. Thus

te*-»&apos;
IC^STI |kei&gt;0 (w - \)F\.

But ker^0 (w — 1) is an affine space of dimension r — n(w), so that
F\ qr-*w\ Hence the required number is \W\~l I,weWqr-n(w\ which by

the formula of Shephard and Todd (proved by Solomon) gives the required
formulae.

Note that (5.9) may also be proved from (5.6) or (5.8), which yield the formulae

l^l&quot;1 I \WX\\MFX\ (5.9.1)
XeL

and

W~X I I K*, Y)\Wx\q-&apos;^ (5.9.2)
XeL Y^&gt;X

for the required number. The équivalence of ail thèse formulae is easily established.

(5.10) COROLLARY. Letmu...,ml be the set of exponents of a Weyl group.
Then for almost ail primes q, the number

is an integer.

(5.11) QUESTION. To what extent does the property (5.10) characterise the
sets of exponents of Weyl groups?

For / ^ 3, one obtains the Weyl group exponents, and one additional séquence,
(1, 11). Although there are infinité séquences other than those which correspond to
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types A, B and D, one might ask whether thèse séquences classify some géométrie
objects.

(5.12) COROLLARY. We hâve the following polynomial identity

L/M -}

where, for a partition À Yx2ri • • • krk,

fÀq)=q(q-l)^(q-pW+l)

andp(X)=Itk=lrl.

This follows immediately from (5.9) by applying it to the case of type A, since

f(q) is the number of rational split semisimple classes of &quot;type À&quot;.

We conclude with a discussion of the &quot;Coxeter case&quot;.

(5.13) THEOREM. The number of rational semisimple orbits c in $ which are of
Coxeter type (i.e. such that œ(c) is the Coxeter class of W) is equal to

where y is a Coxeter élément of W (assuming regular characteristic) and r rank (^).

Proof Take x m (5.6) to be the function

f 1 if w is a Coxeter élément,
- |q otherwise.

Now a Coxeter élément y is in Sx only when Wx l, since otherwise Wx
contains a reflection r and n(yr) &lt;n(y). Thus by (5.6), the required number is

\W\-{#{Coxeter éléments of W}\#~lïs\.

The resuit follows from [L3] and (4.7) above.

(5.14) EXAMPLES, (i) In type A,_x the number of (5.13) is ([Ll])

d\i
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Note that this implies that (1//) lLd^ii(d)qlld îs an mteger for ail q, which follows
form Macmahon&apos;s theorem.

(h) In type Bt the number is given (see [L2, (4,5)]) as follows. Write 1 2%, with
lx odd. Then the required number is

~ I Kd)(q)l/d if / is odd,

qlk~\ if / 2 fc &gt; 0,

~ I Kd)ql/d if/iseven, /, # 1.

Again this implies divisibility properties for the number theoretic functions
concerned.
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